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Abstract. The MIST algorithm is a randomized version of the division
chain exponentiation algorithm and is a side-channel countermeasure.
When analyzing the MIST algorithm by ordinary simple power analysis (with only one square-multiply sequence obtained), an attacker cannot retrieve the secret exponent due to the ambiguous relationship between the square-multiply sequence and the computation. We point out
the MIST algorithm is still vulnerable to simple power analysis observing multiple power consumption traces and propose a practical method
with detailed steps to deduce the secret exponent from multiple squaremultiply sequences. Further countermeasures such as exponent blinding
are required to prevent the analysis proposed in this paper.
Keywords: division chain, exponentiation, MIST algorithm, side-channel
analysis, simple power analysis
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Introduction

Exponentiation evaluation is a fundamental computation in most public-key
cryptography. Conventional exponentiation algorithms are vulnerable to simple
power analysis (SPA) [3], differential power analysis (DPA) [3] and other sidechannel attacks, which break a cryptosystem by analyzing side-channel leakages
from their implementation. SPA assumes that an attacker can distinguish power
consumption patterns generated by different operations. When analyzing exponentiation computation, if a fast squaring algorithm is adopted, the attacker can
distinguish the power consumption pattern of a squaring from that of a multiplication and then obtain a computational sequence composed of squarings and
multiplications (abbreviated to “SM sequence”). Since a multiplication indicates
?
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a nonzero bit in the exponent, an attacker can deduce the secret exponent or
partial information about the secret exponent from the SM sequence.
Many research results of countermeasures against side-channel attacks can
be found in the literature. The square-and-multiply-always algorithm [2] is a
well-known method against SPA. It performs a dummy multiplication when the
corresponding bit of the exponent is zero, i.e., there are always a squaring and
a multiplication in each iteration. An attacker cannot retrieve any information
about the secret exponent from a regular SM sequence.
The MIST algorithm [4] proposed by Walter is an efficient exponentiation
algorithm and also a countermeasure against side-channel attacks. Conventional
exponentiation algorithms have exponents in binary and scan one or more bits
per iteration. In contrast, the MIST algorithm represents exponents in mixedradix. Mixed-radix representation means that the radix varies from position to
position. An application of mixed-radix is the representation of dates and times,
for example, 18429 seconds can be represented as (0100011111111101)2 in binary
or as (524 760 960 ), 5 hours 7 minutes 9 seconds in the mixed-radix clock system.
The radixes in the MIST algorithm are randomly selected from small integers,
and the radixes {2, 3, 5} are used in [4]. Side-channel attacks which average
a number of power consumption traces (e.g., DPA) are infeasible because the
computation varies among each exponentiation evaluation.
The MIST algorithm is also immune to ordinary SPA due to the ambiguous relationship between an observed SM sequence and the computation. For
example, the pattern SM (a squaring followed by a multiplication) in a sequence
corresponds to either 12 (digit 1 with radix 2) or 03 (digit 0 with radix 3). While
analyzing an SM sequence of the MIST algorithm with the exponent smaller
than 2n , the average number of exponents which may possibly generate this
sequence is about 23n/5 [6], i.e., there are 23n/5 candidates of the exponent. A
unique candidate might be deduced from multiple SM sequences, but it is infeasible to find the intersection of sets of 23n/5 candidates. Walter claimed analyzing
multiple sequences is an open problem, and Okeya [5] also observed that a small
portion of the exponent reveals when analyzing multiple sequences. Besides the
analysis by Walter, Oswald pointed out the security margin provided in [6] is
wrong (might be lower) [8]. Sim et al. [9] also analyzed the MIST algorithm with
an additional assumption which is similar to the doubling attack [7].
This paper presents a multi-sequence SPA on the MIST algorithm. We assume that an attacker can collect multiple power consumption traces generated
by the MIST algorithm with the same exponent and then obtain SM sequences
by the same technique used in ordinary SPA. In contrast with finding the intersection of sets of candidates after analyzing all sequences individually, the
proposed method simultaneously analyzes multiple sequences and finds candidates satisfying all sequences. The proposed analysis employs the residue class
operations and is a practical method to deduce the exponent directly from multiple SM sequences. Our implementation results show that around 25 sequences
are sufficient to deduce a 1024-bit exponent in less than two hours by using a
modern desktop PC in 2012.
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The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. We review the
MIST algorithm as well as some operations of residue class in Sect. 2. Section 3
describes our analysis, a theoretical attack with one SM sequence, followed by
the extended attack exploiting multiple sequences. Section 4 provides the implementation results and also some tricks to reduce the memory requirement.
Finally, Sect. 5 concludes this paper.

2
2.1

Preliminary and Background
MIST Exponentiation Algorithm

In 1998, Walter proposed an algorithm – exponentiation using division chain [1]
which is a predecessor of the MIST exponentiation algorithm. In both algob e c
rithms, an exponentiation xe is decomposed into x(e mod d) × xd d where d
is a small positive integer. The two small exponentiations x(e mod d) and xd are
computed by using a computational sequence {x, x2 , · · · , xd } in which the exponents {1, 2, · · · , d} form an addition sequence containing (e mod d) and d, i.e.,
x(e mod d) can be obtained during the evaluation of xd without any cost. By
repeating the above procedure, we have
xe = Ai × xi qi = (Ai × xi ri ) × xi di
= Ai+1 × xi+1

qi+1

b dqi c
i

(1)

= ···

with the base number xi+1 = xi di initialized by x1 = x; the accumulator Ai+1 =
Ai × xi ri initialized by A1 = 1; the quotient qi+1 = b dqii c initialized by q1 = e;
and the remainder ri = qi mod di . The quotient qi is the remaining exponent
in the i-th iteration of the computation, and we have qi = (rMSB )dMSB · · · (ri )di
in mixed-radix representation. The divisors di are small integers. The MIST
algorithm in [4] selects di from {2, 3, 5} randomly and is a randomized version
of its predecessor (exponentiation using division chain).

INPUT: x and e
OUTPUT: xe
01 A = 1, X = x, Q = e
02 while (Q > 0)
03 Randomly choose d from {2, 3, 5}
04 r = Q mod d
05 Compute A = A × Xr and X = Xd together†
06 Q = bQ/dc
07 return A
† Referring to Fig.2 for the detailed computational sequence

Fig. 1. The MIST exponentiation algorithm
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Figure 1 is the sketch of the MIST algorithm, and Fig. 2 provides the detailed computation of the MIST algorithm for various divisor-remainder pairs
(abbreviated to “DR pair”). In the column of register sequence, X and A are the
two variables used in the algorithm in Fig. 1, and T is the temporary variable.
The computation XX→T denotes that the result of the multiplication (squaring)
X × X is stored in T. The addition sequence and the square-multiply pattern
(abbreviated to “SM pattern”) generated by the computation are also provided.

DR pair (di , ri )
(2, 0)
(2, 1)
(3, 0)
(3, 1)
(3, 2)
(5, 0)
(5, 1)
(5, 2)
(5, 3)
(5, 4)

Addition sequence Register sequence
12
XX→X
12
XX→T, XA→A, (T→X)
123
XX→T, XT→X
123
XX→T, XA→A, XT→X
123
XX→T, TA→A, XT→X
1235
XX→T, XT→X, XT→X
1235
XX→T, XA→A, XT→X,
1235
XX→T, TA→A, XT→X,
1235
XX→T, XT→X, XA→A,
1245
XX→T, TT→T, TA→A,

SM pattern
S
SM
SMM
XT→X
XT→X SMMM
XT→X
XT→X SSMM

Fig. 2. Computation in the MIST algorithm

Since the MIST algorithm selects the divisors di randomly, it is naturally
immune to power analysis which averages over a number of power consumption traces, e.g., differential power analysis. Simple power analysis is the other
category of power analysis which assumes the power consumption trace of multiplications is distinguishable from that of squarings. However, an attacker cannot
uniquely determine the secret exponent by analyzing one SM sequence of the
MIST algorithm due to the ambiguous relationship between an observed SM
pattern and the exact computation. As shown in Fig. 2, each of the patterns
SM, SMM, SMMM corresponds to two or three DR pairs, and the pattern SSMM corresponds to either the DR pair (5, 4) or a squaring (S) followed by the pattern
SMM. In [6], Walter pointed out that on average 23n/5 candidates will remain for
an n-bit exponent after analyzing one SM sequence.

2.2

Operations of Residue Class

The proposed analysis represents the candidates of the exponent as a collection
of residue classes, which is much more efficient than enumerating and storing
all candidates. In this paper, a residue class hM, N i denotes a set consisting of
nonnegative integers congruent to the nonnegative integer N modulo the positive
integer M (0 ≤ N < M ), i.e., hM, N i = {kM + N |k ∈ Z, k ≥ 0}. The following
operations are used in the proposed analysis.
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The first operation is split which splits a residue class hM, N i into ε subsets
by expanding the modulus M to εM . Since kM +N = b kε cεM +(k mod ε)M +N ,
hM, N i can be split into the collection of distinct subsets
hM, N i =

ε−1
[

hεM, δM + N i ,

δ=0

and split (hM, N i , ε, δ) = hεM, δM + N i is defined as the δ-th subset of hM, N i.
The second operation is integer division, i.e., dividing all numbers in a residue
class hM, N i by a given divisor d and obtaining the integer quotients. Suppose
εM = lcm(M, d), the least common multiple of M and d. Since b kMd+N c =
0

+N
δM +N
c = k 0 ( εM
c where k 0 = b kε c and δ = k mod ε, we have
b (k ε+δ)M
d
d )+b
d


hM, N i ÷ d =

b

kM + N
c k = 1, 2, · · ·
d


=

ε−1
[
i=0


εM iM + N
,b
c .
d
d

For example, h10, 7i represents integers {7, 17, 27, · · · }. When dividing by 6,
h10, 7i will be split to a collection h30, 7i ∪ h30, 17i ∪ h30, 27i, and then we have
h10, 7i ÷ 6 = h5, 1i ∪ h5, 2i ∪ h5, 4i which represents integers {1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, · · ·}.
The last two operations are to find union and intersection3 of two residue
classes. Before finding union or intersection, the moduli of the two sets should
be expanded to their least common multiple by using the first operation. For
example, h2, 1i = h6, 1i ∪ h6, 3i ∪ h6, 5i and h3, 2i = h6, 2i ∪ h6, 5i, and we have
h2, 1i ∪ h3, 2i = h6, 1i ∪ h6, 2i ∪ h6, 3i ∪ h6, 5i as well as h2, 1i ∩ h3, 2i = h6, 5i.

3

Analysis to MIST by Using Residue Class

The MIST algorithm with a given exponent can generate various SM sequences
due to its randomness. These SM sequences are the potential SM sequences associated with the given exponent, and one of them will be generated during
each computation. On the other hand, an SM sequence generated by the MIST
algorithm is associated with more than one exponents due to the ambiguous relationship between the SM pattern and the computation. The MIST algorithm
with these exponents may possibly generate this SM sequence. When an SM
sequence is observed by SPA, all these exponents associated with this observed
SM sequence are candidates of the secret exponent, and we say these candidates satisfy this SM sequence. The proposed analysis will find the candidates
simultaneously satisfying multiple SM sequences.
The observed SM sequences should be decomposed into small blocks before
the analysis. Each block contains one SM pattern listed in Fig. 2 and corresponds to one iteration of the MIST algorithm. However, the pattern SSMM can
3

The intersection operation is similar to solving the simultaneous congruences in the
Chinese remainder theorem. However, in the proposed analysis, the moduli may not
be relatively prime.
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be interpreted as either an atomic pattern or two patterns S-SMM. It should be
identified as a special block prior to other SM patterns. The proposed analysis
deals with one block per iteration from the first to the last block of each SM
sequence. Since there will be some special blocks SSMM, the block number in the
proposed analysis is different from the iteration number in the MIST algorithm.
In the first step, the proposed analysis will find candidates of the exponent
simultaneously satisfying the first block of every observed SM sequence.4 These
candidates can be divided into one or more residue classes, and each residue
class is a candidate set. After analyzing the first i blocks of the observed SM
sequences and obtaining the candidate sets satisfying the first i blocks, we inspect
the subsets of each candidate set and then obtain the candidate sets satisfying
the first (i + 1) blocks. After analyzing from the first to the last block of the
observed SM sequences, we obtain the candidates of the exponent satisfying
whole blocks of the observed SM sequences.
The candidates of the exponent in the proposed analysis are organized into
one or more candidate sets (represented by using residue class) instead of enumerating all of them. A candidate set will contain more than one candidates
when its modulus M is smaller than the upper limit of the exponent of the cryptosystem. The number of candidate sets does not indicate how much exhaustive
search required, for example, we can use only one residue class h1, 0i to represent
all exponents smaller than the upper limit.
The details of the analysis is provided in the following subsections. The theoretical analysis with one SM sequence is introduced in Sect. 3.1, and the practical
analysis of exploiting multiple SM sequences is presented in Sect. 3.2.
3.1

Single-sequence Analysis to MIST

Referring to the equation (1), the computation of the MIST algorithm is controlled by the DR pairs (di , ri ). The potential DR pairs associated with the block
of SM patterns S, SM, SMM, SMMM are listed in Fig. 2, and the DR pairs associated
with the special block SSMM are (5, 4), (6, 2), (6, 4), and (10, 0).5 The variable for
the potential DR pair as well as some other variables is defined below.
Definition 1. Let DRi (γ) = (di (γ) , ri (γ) ) be the γ-th potential DR pair associated with the i-th block of the SM sequence.
D
E
Definition 2. Let ei (α) = Mi (α) , Ni (α) be the α-th candidate set of the exponent satisfying the first (i − 1) blocks of the SM sequence.
4

5

A candidate of the exponent satisfying the first i blocks of an observed SM sequence
means there is at least one potential SM sequence associated with this candidate, of
which the first i blocks are identical to the first i blocks of the observed SM sequence.
The DR pair (5, 4) is associated with the atomic pattern SSMM. In contrast, when a
block SSMM is composed of two patterns S-SMM, the remaining exponent will satisfy
qi mod 2 = 0 as well as one of the three equations q2i mod 3 = 1, q2i mod 3 = 2, and
qi
mod 5 = 0. The DR pairs associated with S-SMM are (6, 2), (6, 4), and (10, 0).
2
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If the exponent belongs to a candidate set ei (α) , the remaining exponent qi in the
i-th iteration will belong to ei (α) ÷ (d1 (γ1 ) · · · di−1 (γi−1 ) ) for all enumerations of
products (d1 (γ1 ) · · · di−1 (γi−1 ) ). These potential values ei (α) ÷(d1 (γ1 ) · · · di−1 (γi−1 ) )
can be divided into several residue classes, and each one is a candidate set of the
remaining exponent.
Definition 3. Let qi (α-β) = mi (α-β) , ni (α-β) be the β-th candidate set of the
remaining exponent in the i-th iteration, associated with ei (α) .
The superscript, (γ), (α), (α-β), in variables indicates a specified DR pair or
candidate set. We also use (∗) to indicate an arbitrary one among these DR
pairs or candidate sets. For example, qi (∗-∗) is an arbitrary candidate set of qi ,
and qi (α-∗) is an arbitrary one associated with ei (α) .
The following is an example of the proposed analysis. Suppose the first few
operations of an SM sequence are SSMSMMS. The initial candidate set of the
exponent and that of the remaining exponent associated are
e1 (1) = h1, 0i and q1 (1-1) = h1, 0i .
The DR pair associated with the first block S is (d1 (1) , r1 (1) ) = (2, 0), and
(1-1)
we have the expansion
÷ d1 (1) . Since only
D factor εE1,1 = 2 when finding q1
T
split(q (1-1) , 2, 0)
d (1) , r (1) = h2, 0i is nonempty, the candidate sets of the
1

1

1

exponent and the associated remaining exponent satisfying the first block are
e2 (1) = split(e1 (1) , 2, 0) = h2, 0i , q2 (1-1) = split(q1 (1-1) , 2, 0) ÷ d1 (1) = h1, 0i .
When analyzing the second block SM, the potential DR pairs are (d2 (1) , r2 (1) ) =
(2, 1) and (d2 (2) , r2 (2) ) = (3, 0). We have ε2,1 = 6, and e2 (1) will be split into six
subsets. Four of these subsets will satisfy the first two blocks, and they are
e3 (1) = split(e2 (1) , 6, 0) = h12, 0i , q3 (1-1) = split(q2 (1-1) , 6, 0) ÷ 3 = h2, 0i ;
e3 (2) = split(e2 (1) , 6, 1) = h12, 2i , q3 (2-1) = split(q2 (1-1) , 6, 1) ÷ 2 = h3, 0i ;
 (3-1)
q3
= split(q2 (1-1) , 6, 3) ÷ 2 = h3, 1i
(3)
(1)
e3 = split(e2 , 6, 3) = h12, 6i ,
;
(3-2)
q3
= split(q2 (1-1) , 6, 3) ÷ 3 = h2, 1i
e (4) = split(e (1) , 6, 5) = h12, 10i , q (4-1) = split(q (1-1) , 6, 5) ÷ 2 = h3, 2i .
3

2

3

2

When analyzing the third block SMM, the potential DR pairs are (3, 1), (3, 2), and
(5, 0). The sets e3 (1) , e3 (2) , e3 (3) , e3 (4) will be split into ε3,1 = 15, ε3,2 = 5, ε3,3 =
15, ε3,4 = 5 subsets, and 11, 1, 15, 5 subsets will satisfy the first three blocks,
respectively. We only demonstrate how to inspect the subset split(e3 (2) , 5, 0) of
e3 (2) and the fourth subset split(e3 (3) , 15, 3) of e3 (3) . Since split(q3 (2-1) , 5, 0) =
h15, 0i ⊂ h5, 0i, we have
e4 (12) = split(e3 (2) , 5, 0) = h60, 2i , q4 (12-1) = split(q3 (2-1) , 5, 0) ÷ 5 = h3, 0i .
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Since split(q3 (3-1) , 15, 3) = h45, 10i ⊂ h3, 1i, h45, 10i ⊂ h5, 0i, and split(q3 (3-2) , 15, 3) =
h30, 7i ⊂ h3, 1i, we have
 (16-1)
= h45, 10i ÷ 3 = h15, 3i
 q4
e4 (16) = split(e3 (3) , 15, 3) = h180, 42i , q4 (16-2) = h45, 10i ÷ 5 = h9, 2i .
 (16-3)
q4
= h30, 7i ÷ 3 = h10, 2i

e1(1)	
  
e2(1)	
  
e3(1)	
  
e4(1)	
  …	
  e4(11)	
  

e3(2)	
  
e4(12)	
  

e3(3)	
  

e3(4)	
  

e4(13)	
  …	
  e4(27)	
   e4(28)	
  …	
  e4(32)	
  

Fig. 3. Candidate sets satisfying the SM sequence SSMSMMS

Figure 3 sketches the relationship between the candidate sets in the above
example, which forms a tree. Each child node is a subset of its parent node
and will satisfy one more block of the SM sequence than its parent node. The
proposed analysis is a breadth-first search, starting from the root e1 (1) . Suppose
we have obtained all ei (∗) as well as all qi (α-∗) associated with each ei (α) . We
can find all ei+1 (∗) as well as all qi+1 (∗-∗) by the following steps.
Step 1 Select one ei (∗)
Step 2 Suppose ei (α) is selected. Find the smallest positive integer εi,α satisfying
di (γ) | εi,α mi (α-β) for all γ and β (i.e., for all DRi (∗) and qi (α-∗) . Split ei (α) and
all qi (α-∗) by the factor εi,α .
(α)
Step 3 Select one subset of eiD
, i.e., select an integer δ E∈ [0, εi,α − 1] and then
compute split(ei (α) , εi,α , δ) = εi,α Mi (α) , δMi (α) + Ni (α) .

Step 4 Inspect whether the selected split(ei (α) , εi,α , δ) satisfies the first i blocks
(∗)
of the SM
sequence (i.e., whether
D it is a valid
E ei+1 ).
S 
T
If β,γ split(qi (α-β) , εi,α , δ)
di (γ) , ri (γ)
6= ∅, then split(ei (α) , εi,α , δ) is one
D
E


S
T
ei+1 (∗) , and β,γ split(qi (α-β) , εi,α , δ)
di (γ) , ri (γ) ÷ di (γ) represents all
q (∗-∗) associated with split(e (α) , ε , δ). Otherwise, discard split(e (α) , ε , δ).
i+1

i

i,α

i

i,α

Step 5 Select another subset of ei (α) and go back to step 4 until all subsets are
processed.
Step 6 Select another ei (∗) and go back to step 2 until all ei (∗) are processed.
Each ei (∗) is split into several subsets in step 2, and whether each subset is a
valid ei+1 (∗) is inspected in step 4. Since the remaining exponent should satisfy
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qi mod di = ri , a subset split(ei (α) , εi,α , δ) is one ei+1 (∗) if and only Dif we can find
E
S
at least one qi (α-β) (i.e., ∃β) satisfying split(qi (α-β) , εi,α , δ) ⊂ γ di (γ) , ri (γ) .
D
E
When s subset split(qi (α-β) , εi,α , δ) ⊂ di (γ) , ri (γ) , split(qi (α-β) , εi,α , δ) ÷ di (γ)
is one q (∗-∗) associated with split(e (α) , ε , δ).
i+1

i

i,α

The candidate sets eend+1 (∗) satisfying the whole SM sequence can be obtained by repeating the above steps. In the last few iterations of the analysis,
the modulus Mi (∗) of each ei (∗) will be greater than the upper limit of the exponent, and each ei (∗) can be simplified by ei (α) = Ni (α) because (δMi (α) + Ni (α) )
with δ ≥ 1 is not a valid exponent. The associated qi (∗-∗) can be also simplified
by qi (α-β) = ni (α-β) . In the last iteration, the DR pair (dend (∗) , rend (∗) ) should
further satisfy rend (∗) 6= 0 because of qend = dend qend+1 + rend 6= 0 S
and qend+1 = 0.
After analyzing the whole SM sequence, we have the candidates α Nend+1 (α) of
the exponent.
The proposed analysis assumes the attacker can distinguish squaring and
multiplication in a power consumption trace. However, some operations might
not be identified exactly. Ambiguous SM patterns will be isolated and processed
by the method similar to that analyzing the special pattern SSMM. For example,
when an SM sequence is SSMS?MS, the fourth to sixth operations S?M will be
isolated, and they are either SMM or SSM. The potential DR pairs are (3, 1),
(3, 2), (5, 0) for the first case and (4, 2), (6, 0) for the second case.
Some exponentiation algorithms employ uniform computation for both squarings and multiplications to prevent SPA, e.g., the side-channel atomicity [10].
c in the MIST algorithm still reveal inforHowever, the divisions qi = b dqi−1
i−1
mation. If the divisions are evaluated during the computation and the power
consumption trace of divisions can be recognized, the SM patterns S, SM, and
SMM can be determined by the number of squarings/multiplications between two
divisions. In addition, some special chosen messages will cause revelation of computational sequence [11], e.g., −1 ≡ n − 1 (mod n) and faulty elliptic curve
points of small orders [12]. If the exponent is an odd integer and the input
message (base number) is −1, referring to Fig. 2, there are only two types of
computation, 1 × 1 = 1 and 1 × (−1) = (−1). The computations XA→A and
TA→A can be identified because A is always equal to −1. The analysis based
on the observation of divisions or the special chosen message is similar to the
proposed analysis.
The proposed analysis is an implementation of the exhaustive search in [6,
Section 8]. In the next subsection, we will introduce how to exploit multiple SM
sequences simultaneously.
3.2

Multi-sequence Analysis to MIST

The straightforward method to exploit multiple SM sequences is to find the candidates satisfying each SM sequence individually and then find the intersection
of these candidates. In contrast, the proposed method directly finds the candidates satisfying all observed SM sequences. Since multiple SM sequences are
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handled simultaneously, the additional subscript j is employed to indicate variables associated with the j-th SM sequence. Some variables are redefined below,
and the steps 2 and 4 of the analysis in Sec. 3.1 are also modified.
Definition 4. When analyzing the i-th block of the j-th SM sequence, let DRj,i (γ) =
(dj,i (γ) , rj,i (γ) ) be the γ-th potential DR pair; qj,i be the remaining exponent;
qj,i (α-β) = mj,i (α-β) , nj,i (α-β) be the β-th candidate set of qj,i associated with
ei (α) .
Step 2 Suppose ei (α) is selected. Find the smallest positive integer εi,α satisfying
dj,i (γ) |εi,α mj,i (α-β) for all DR∗,i (∗) and q∗,i (α-∗) and for all SM sequences (i.e.
∀j, γ, β). Split ei (α) and all q∗,i (α-∗) by the factor εi,α .
Step 4 Inspect whether the selected split(ei (α) , εi,α , δ) satisfies the first i blocks
(∗)
of all SM
sequences (i.e., whether
it is one ei+1E
).
S 
T D (γ)
(α-β)
(γ)
If β,γ split(qj,i
, εi,α , δ)
dj,i , rj,i
6= ∅ for all j (i.e., for all SM
(∗)
sequences), then split(ei (α) , εi,αD, δ) is one ei+1E
, and 
S 
T
(γ)
(α-β)
(γ)
split(qj,i
, εi,α , δ)
dj,i , rj,i
÷ dj,i (γ) represents all qj,i+1 (∗-∗)
β,γ

associated with split(ei (α) , εi,α , δ) for the j-th SM sequence.
Otherwise, discard split(ei (α) , εi,α , δ).
Since each ei (∗) should satisfy all SM sequences, in the modified step 2, all
candidate sets are split with the same factor εi,α instead of various factors for
each SM sequence. In the modified step 4, split(ei (α) , εi,α , δ) is one ei+1 (∗) if the
candidate set of remaining exponent qj,i+1 (α-∗) exists for every SM sequence.
According to [6, Theorem 9], the expected number of exponents satisfying
a given SM sequence is about 23n/5 for an n-bit exponent, i.e., an arbitrary
exponent will satisfy a given SM sequence with the probability 2−0.4n . Three
to five SM sequences might be sufficient to obtain a unique candidate of the
exponent. In the next section, we will provide some implementation results and
discuss the feasibility.

4

Results and Discussions

The proposed analysis is implemented in C++ and executes on PC with 3.1GHz
CPU and 8GB RAM. It uses the list container of Standard Template Library to
store candidate sets. Each candidate set of exponent ei (α) is associated with one
or more candidate sets of remaining exponent qj,i (α-∗) for every SM sequence j.
For a candidate set, the modulus M in the residue class hM, N i is represented
as the form 2a 3b 5c , and the remainder N is represented by 240-base number
system. Figure 4 sketches the data structure in our implementation.
Figure 5 provides three results of finding 256-bit exponent by analyzing five
SM sequences. Each time, we randomly generate a 256-bit exponent, and then
the MIST algorithm executes five times to collect five SM sequences associated
with this exponent. The figure illustrates the number of the candidate sets ei (∗)
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Fig. 4. Data structure for storing candidate sets
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Fig. 5. Results of finding 256-bit exponent with 5 SM sequences

in each iteration, where the x-axis indicates the iteration i, and the logarithmicscale y-axis indicates the number of ei (∗) . The execution time (single thread
execution) and peak memory usage are also provided. Figure 6 provides results
with various numbers of SM sequences. We collect ten SM sequences associated
with a 256-bit exponent and then perform analysis with 6/8/10 SM sequences.
The number of candidate sets during the analysis is determined by two factors, the ratio Ei of expansion in step 2 and the ratio Fi of filtering in step 4. The
product Ei × Fi is the ratio between the number of ei (∗) and ei+1 (∗) . However,
the implementation results show that the number of candidate sets in each iteration is irregular and depends on combination of observed SM sequences. There
is no obvious trend of the number, except after nearly the 160th iteration, it decreases continually because expansion is not required when the modulus Mi (∗)
in each ei (∗) is greater than the upper limit of the exponent. Exploiting more
SM sequences will remove more subsets in step 4, i.e., Fi gets smaller, but also
generate more subsets in step 2, i.e., Ei gets larger. For example, between the
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Fig. 6. Results of finding 256-bit exponent with 6/8/10 SM sequences

130th and 140th iteration of Fig. 6, there are more candidate sets in the analysis
with 10 SM sequences than with 6 or 8 SM sequences.
The execution time depends on the total number of candidate sets during
the analysis, and the peak memory usage depends on the maximum number
of candidate sets in an iteration. When the exponent is 1024-bit or longer, the
analysis program might spend too much memory and also extreme long time.
In order to reduce the number of candidate sets, we can employ supplement SM
sequences to inspect candidate sets. Unlike ordinary SM sequences, supplement
SM sequences do not allow to split candidate sets of the exponent, i.e., they only
reduce the filter factor Fi but not increase the expansion factor Ei . Suppose the
i-th iteration of the analysis with the ordinary SM sequences has finished. For
each ei (α) , we initialize qsup,1 (α-1) = ei (α) and find all qsup,2 (α-∗) , . . . , qsup,i0 (α-∗)
relating to a supplement SM sequence until splitting is required (i.e., εi0 +1,α 6= 1
in step 2) to find qsup,i0 +1 (α-∗) . A candidate set ei (α) is valid if there is at least
one qsup,i0 (α-∗) , i.e., ei (α) satisfies the first (i − 1) blocks of the supplement SM
sequence. After inspecting all candidate sets ei (∗) by a supplement SM sequence,
we can filter them again by another supplement SM sequence. Since qsup,i0 (∗-∗)
are not stored after analyzing a supplement SM sequence, exploiting supplement
SM sequences only slightly increases the memory requirement.
According to our implementation results, five ordinary SM sequences and
twenty supplement SM sequences are enough to deduce a 1024-bit exponent.
We start to exploit supplement SM sequences when the number of candidate
sets is more than 10, 000 and until it is less than 5, 000. These supplement SM
sequences are circularly reused during the analysis. In the ten implementation
results, the average execution time is 3,353 seconds (between 1,386 seconds and
5,719 seconds), and the average peak memory usage is 415 MB (between 214
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MB and 872 MB). Exploiting more supplement SM sequences definitely reduces
the number of candidate sets, but it might increase the execution time.
The proposed analysis is a breadth-first search (referring to Fig. 3). The
breadth-first search requires a queue to store all nodes of a level, and the peak
memory usage is determined by the maximum number of nodes of a level. The
memory usage can be reduced by converting the proposed analysis to a depthfirst search. When traversing to a child node, we only need to store its parent
node and the index of the child node, i.e., storing ei (α) and δ when traversing
to split(ei (α) , εi,α , δ). The maximum number of nodes stored is equal to the
maximum number of blocks of SM sequences, and the execution time is roughly
the same as the original method.

5

Conclusions

When designing an exponentiation algorithm with immunity to SPA, removing the explicit relationship between the computational sequence and the secret
exponent is a widely used method. However, an attacker can still obtain partial information about the secret exponent from a computational sequence. He
might be able to integrate information collected from several computations if
the algorithm is nondeterministic, i.e., randomized.
This paper proposes the first practical multi-sequence SPA against the MIST
algorithm. Further countermeasures such as exponent blinding are required to
prevent the attacker from collecting multiple SM sequences corresponding to
the same exponent. The proposed method is an example that a randomized
algorithm with immunity to single-sequence SPA might be vulnerable to multisequence SPA due to its randomness. Randomized exponentiation algorithms is
not an elixir of preventing side-channel attacks.
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